The 20 Degree No-Slip Wedge™ was designed to provide consistent, reliable turning and positioning for patients who require high Fowler angle positioning in bed or are too unstable to tolerate the 30 degree side lying position. Recent studies indicate that a side lying position of 15—20 degrees is sufficient to lower upper body contact pressures. Because the profile of the 20 Degree No-Slip Wedge is so thin, we use a firmer grade of foam that will maintain its shape even for heavier patients weighing up to 300 pounds. Enhanced pressure redistribution is provided by a thin layer of visco-elastic memory foam on the patient contact surface. The 20 Degree No-Slip Wedge offers all of the features required for improved clinical outcomes:

- Establishes and maintains 20 degrees of lateral turn without compressing or losing shape.
- A firmer grade of High Resiliency foam provides support while a thin layer of visco-elastic memory foam redistributes pressure on the patient contact surface.
- Supports the torso from the shoulder to the hip and from the shoulder to the spine.
- Manufactured of high-density, anti-microbial, hypo-allergenic and latex-free foam.
- Available in both 20” Standard Length and 26” Extra Long Length at no additional charge.

Ordering Information:

NSW-D-20VE  No-Slip Wedge, 20 Degree Angle, Disposable, Bare Foam
NSW-DXL-20VE No-Slip Wedge, 20 Degree Angle, Disposable Extra Long, (26” length), Bare Foam
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